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Abstract Purpose: To compare
the effects of two humidifier systems
on endotracheal tube (ETT) resistance
during mechanical ventilation, either
an active heated humidifier (HH) or a
passive heat and moisture exchanger
(HME) was selected using current
clinical recommendations. Meth-
ods: This was a prospective clinical
cohort study performed in an inten-
sive care unit. Gas conditioning was
performed using the HH in 22
patients and the HME in another 22.
Patients were matched for endotra-
cheal tube diameter, days of
mechanical ventilation, simplified
acute physiology score II (SAPS II),
and fluid balance. Results: Used-
ETT resistance was measured imme-
diately after extubation. Unused-ETT
resistance was calculated with an
identical, clean ETT. No differences
were found between the HH and
HME groups in ETT diameter
(7.9 ± 0.4 vs. 7.9 ± 0.3 mm;
p = 0.98), days of mechanical venti-
lation (11.3 ± 7.7 vs. 9.5 ± 4.5;
p = 0.34), SAPS II (41.0 ± 13.6 vs.

42.0 ± 11.7; p = 0.79), or fluid
balance (-2,552 ± 6,268 vs.
-2,579 ± 5,422 mL; p = 0.98).
ETT resistance increased from intu-
bation to extubation: from 6.8 ± 1.1
to 10.6 ± 4.3 cmH2O L-1 s-1 in the
HH group, (p \ 0.001) and from
6.8 ± 1.1 to 10.2 ± 3.8 cmH2O
L-1 s-1 in the HME group
(p \ 0.001), which is a 53% average
increase in resistive load. Conclu-
sions: We did not find differences
between the two types of humidifiers
in terms of airflow resistance during
prolonged mechanical ventilation
when the devices were selected on the
basis of individual clinical needs. The
increase in resistive load is physio-
logically relevant.
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Introduction

Humidification and warming of inspired gases are of
major importance during mechanical ventilation because
the upper respiratory airway is bypassed by the endotra-
cheal tube [1]. Two types of humidifiers are commonly
used in clinical practice: heat and moisture exchangers
(HME) and heated humidifiers (HH). Insufficient or

excessive humidification can provoke airway mucosa
dysfunction and abnormal humidification of respiratory
secretions, eventually leading to endotracheal tube
occlusion [2, 3]. The type of humidification, selected for
use in this setting, is relevant because devices can exhibit
disparate humidification efficiency [4, 5].

While patients are intubated and mechanically venti-
lated, respiratory secretions adhere to the inner surface of
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the endotracheal tube (ETT). As the diameter of the tube
decreases, airflow resistance increases. This effect is
common in acute respiratory failure patients under
mechanical ventilation [6, 7] and it may be greater with
prolonged use of passive humidification devices than with
active devices [8, 9]. ETT patency has been proposed to
indirectly reflect the quality of inspired gas humidification
during mechanical ventilation [8]. Current data show no
preferential performance of either HME or HH devices in
mechanically ventilated patients concerning the incidence
of ventilator-associated pneumonia, mortality, or mor-
bidity [10, 11]. The type of humidification used during
routine mechanical ventilation should be chosen on the
basis of a patient’s underlying disease [12, 13], respira-
tory mechanics [14], quality of respiratory secretions [3,
15], the mechanical ventilation settings [16], and ambient
and patient temperature [17, 18].

ETT narrowing is associated with increased work of
breathing. It can prolong weaning from mechanical ven-
tilation and artifactually alter the breathing pattern [14,
19, 20]. Two single-center studies observed that ETT
resistance was significantly higher when inspiratory gases
were conditioned via an HME as compared to an HH [8,
9]. These data, however, have not been replicated. The
aim of our study was to assess the impact of two
humidification devices (passive HME vs. active HH) on in
vivo ETT resistance to airflow during long-term invasive
mechanical ventilation in unselected acute respiratory
failure patients. Preliminary data from this study have
been previously presented [21].

Materials and methods

The study was performed in the Intensive Care Unit at
Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Barcelona (Spain).
Given the nature of measurements and the fact that HH and
HME are used in routine practice during mechanical venti-
lation in our institution, the requirement for signed informed
consent was waived by the institutional ethics committee
after approval of the protocol. All patients included in the
study were intubated and mechanically ventilated for more
than 48 h. Exclusion criteria were age below 18, tracheot-
omy, or enrolment in another clinical trial.

The mechanical ventilation parameters used in the study
were those used in routine clinical management. ETTs used
were high-volume, low-pressure cuffed tubes (Rüschelit�

Rüsch; Karmunting, Malaysia). They were all the same
brand and model, but internal diameters differed according
to patients’ clinical and anthropometric characteristic.
Ventilator circuits remained unchanged throughout the
course of mechanical ventilation. Secretion removal from
ETTs or upper airways was conducted following open
suction technique based on clinical detection or suspicion
of secretions due to increased airway pressures in the

ventilator display. Only the first episode of extubation was
included in the study in patients who presented multiple
episodes of extubation. Our routine clinical practice con-
siders using an HH based on current recommendations
[18, 22] in the following scenarios: previous presence of
profuse bloody or copious mucous secretions, tenacious
sputum, episode of ETT or tracheotomy occlusion, acute
respiratory distress syndrome, asthma, exacerbation of
chronic obstructive disease, and hypothermia.

Each ETT from a patient humidified with an HH was
matched with an ETT from a patient in whom an HME
was used. Four variables were assessed, in the following
order: ETT diameter, days of mechanical ventilation,
simplified acute physiology score II (SAPS II), and fluid
balance.

The HH devices (Fisher & Paykel; MR 290 and MR
850 ALU; Panmure, New Zealand) were placed in the
inspiratory limb of the circuit in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations. The HME devices (Edit
Flex, Datex Engstrom�, Helsinki, Finland) had a dead
space of 90 mL that included an integrated flexible tube and
a filter. The ‘‘in vitro’’ HME resistive pressure drop
described by the manufacturer was 1.4 cmH2O at a constant
flow of 60 L/min. HMEs were placed between the Y piece
and the ETT. Mechanical ventilation was maintained at
routine parameters established by the responsible physician.

ETT resistance was measured directly from the
respiratory monitoring system of the Puritan-Bennett
7200 ventilator (Puritan-Bennett Corporation, Carlsbad,
CA, USA) after proper calibration of the ventilator fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s recommendation and using a
standard disposable breathing circuit connected to the
proximal end of the ETT in an identical manner as done
with patients. The distal end of the ETT was open to
the atmosphere. ETT resistance (R measured in cmH2O
L-1 s-1) was calculated as the pressure drop between the
proximal and distal end of the ETT (measured in cmH2O)
divided by flow (measured in L/s). During ETT resistance
measurements, flow was passed constantly at 60 L/min
(1 L/s). For clean ETT resistance (‘‘unused-ETT’’) and
immediately after extubation ETT resistance measure-
ments (‘‘used-ETT’’), we used the same setup.
Experimental setting and measurements are shown in the
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM Figs. 1, 2).

We calculated the theoretical increase in work of
breathing (WOB), expressed in joules (J/min), provoked
by the increased resistance of the ETT after use (i.e., the
difference between after extubation ETT resistance and
unused-ETT resistance). This theoretical calculation was
performed assuming a respiratory rate of 20/min, inspi-
ratory time of 0.5 s, and constant inspiratory flow of
60 L/min (i.e., a breathing pattern with a respiratory rate
of 20/min, a tidal volume of 500 mL, inspiratory time of
0.5 s, and an expiratory time of 2.5 s).

All patients in the study were subjected to our usual
weaning process. This was accomplished by reducing the
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pressure support ventilation (PSV) and positive end-
expiratory pressure (PEEP) levels as described [23, 24].
Planned extubation was performed when a patient toler-
ated low levels of PSV (&7 cmH2O) without PEEP or
T-piece trial with FiO2 less than 0.5, between 30 and
120 min. We performed endotracheal suctioning during
the extubation procedure. This suctioning consisted of
disconnecting the patient from the ventilator and inserting
a suction catheter of 12–14 Fr through the ETT into the
airways until resistance was met. The catheter was then
pulled back 1–2 cm. Negative suctioning pressure at
150–200 mmHg was continuously applied for 10–15 s
while the catheter was rotated and removed simulta-
neously with the ETT [25, 26]. Patients not subjected to
weaning but eventually extubated (i.e., those who died)
were also included.

Statistical analysis

Sample size calculation was performed assuming the
following: (1) we calculated the baseline resistance of
unused-ETT, which was of 6.8 ± 1.1 cmH2O L-1 s-1;
(2) a difference in ETT resistance of 1.0 cmH2O L-1 s-1

between the two humidification systems would be con-
sidered as clinically relevant according to previously
published data [8, 9]; (3) taking into consideration (1) and
(2), to detect a two-tailed significant difference (type I
error of 5%; a = 0.05) with at least an 80% statistical
power (b = 0.20), 22 patients per group are required; (4)
to confirm normal data distribution and equal variances
between groups we performed the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test and the Levene test, respectively. Therefore, since the
data regarding used-ETT resistances were normally dis-
tributed and variances did not show differences, we used
the Student’s t test for the comparison. For non-normally
distributed variables we used the Mann–Whitney U test.
Dichotomous variables were compared using the chi-
square method with a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test. A
p value less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Data are expressed as means ± standard
deviation (SD). The SPSS� (version 17.0, Chicago, IL,
USA) statistical software was used for statistical analysis.

Results

The study involved a total of 44 ETT that were recovered
from prospective consecutive matched patients. Twenty-
two ETTs were from patients humidified with an HH (HH
group) and 22 were from patients humidified with an
HME (HME group). Table 1 lists patients’ demographic
data, the main indication for mechanical ventilation, and
clinical characteristics at admission. In addition, Table 1
shows number of days intubated, days of bronchodilator

therapy, fluid balance, ETT diameter, and unused-ETT
and used-ETT flow resistance.

All patients were orotracheally intubated and ETT
diameters ranged from 7.0 to 8.5 mm. The measured ETT
resistances were statistically higher among the endotra-
cheal tubes after extubation than in the ETT before use
(10.4 ± 4.0 vs. 6.8 ± 1.1 cmH2O L-1 s-1; p \ 0.001).
Figure 1 shows patient per patient ETT resistance chan-
ges in the HH and HME groups. ETT resistances
increased significantly in both groups: from 6.8 ± 1.1 to
10.6 ± 4.3 cmH2O L-1 s-1 (p \ 0.001) in HH patients
and from 6.8 ± 1.1 to 10.2 ± 3.8 cmH2O L-1 s-1

(p \ 0.001) in HME patients. Increases in ETT resistance
for endotracheal tubes did not correlate with mechanical
ventilation duration in the HH group (r = 0.067;
p = 0.766) or in the HME group (r = 0.117; p = 0.603).
The average increase of ETT resistances between groups
was similar (57 vs. 51%, p = 0.771; HH and HME,
respectively). Besides, Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the
diameter of ETTs at baseline and the theoretical effective
inner diameter of ETTs related to changes in the resis-
tance measured after extubation.

As expected, the estimated WOB related to the resis-
tive pressure drop across the ETT was significantly higher
in the used-ETT compared with the unused-ETT:
10.4 ± 4.0 vs. 6.8 ± 1.1 J/min, (p \ 0.001). This esti-
mate assumes a tidal volume of 500 mL, a constant
inspiratory flow of 1 L/s, and a respiratory rate of 20/min.

Fourteen (32%) patients developed ventilator-associ-
ated pneumonia (VAP) (7 in the HH group and 7 in the
HME group; p = 1). The duration of mechanical venti-
lation was significantly longer for the 14 patients that
presented VAP than in patients who did not suffer VAP
(14.6 ± 6.7 vs. 8.4 ± 5.1 days; p = 0.002). Neverthe-
less, ETT resistance in endotracheal tubes removed from
patients who developed VAP showed no statistical dif-
ferences compared with ETTs removed from patients
without VAP (9.6 ± 3.3 vs. 10.1 ± 4.3 cmH2O L-1 s-1

respectively; p = 0.33).
Five patients in the HH group (23%) and three in the

HME group (14%) required reintubation for respiratory
failure after extubation (p = 0.69). No differences in
intensive care unit (ICU) mortality were seen between the
two groups: 4/22 (18%) patients died in each group.

Discussion

The main finding in this study was that we did not observe
any differences between HH and HME in endotracheal
tube resistance as used in routine clinical practice. ETT
resistance increased significantly from intubation to
extubation day, representing a non-negligible increase in
mechanical workload with both devices.
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Humidification devices decrease the adherence of
respiratory secretion onto the ETT surface by condition-
ing the inspired gases [22]. Nevertheless, their efficiency
regarding humidification levels [27, 28] and incidence of
ETT occlusion [8] is highly variable. Our results confirm
that deposits of respiratory secretions on the inner wall of
ETTs reduce their lumen and thus increase airflow
resistance.

In contrast with findings by Villafane et al. [8] and
Jaber et al. [9], we did not observe differences in resis-
tance between patients using HHs and patients using
HMEs. These authors [8, 9] studied patients who were
randomly assigned to different types of airway humidifi-
ers, whereas we performed a matched-pair study
controlled for ETT diameter, days of mechanical venti-
lation, SAPS II, and fluid balance. Our patients were
assigned to HH or HME according to clinical needs and
common recommendations [3, 12–15]. This clinical
selection of the type of humidifier carried out in our study,
according to the main respiratory diagnosis and secretion
management needs, instead of randomization performed
in those studies, may explain the differences found in the
ETT resistance over time when comparing our study with
those previously published. The fact that the HH and
HME populations were not strictly identical may suggest
a clinical bias favoring the use of one system over the

other. This is, however, difficult to ascertain since in our
study we did not analyze either quantity or quality of
respiratory secretions.

An increase in mechanical workload due to a reduc-
tion in ETT inner diameter may generate a spurious
weaning trial failure and prolong mechanical ventilation
[14, 19, 20, 29, 30]. This deleterious situation can be
avoided by applying adequate inspiratory pressure sup-
port [19, 31], but titration of pressure support is almost
impossible to predict individually in these circumstances.
Furthermore, it must be taken into account that HMEs
may increase inspiratory resistance, dead space ventila-
tion, inspiratory work of breathing, and dynamic
hyperinflation. These variables may pose an extra burden
on the respiratory muscles during the weaning process,
leading to clinical intolerance to spontaneous breathing
trials [14, 16, 32].

In a study involving healthy volunteers, Shapiro et al.
[29] described that increases in WOB were magnified
when ETT diameter decreased below 7 mm. The increase
in WOB caused by the increase in resistance of ETTs may
be clinically relevant in certain patients. In our study no
patients were intubated with an ETT smaller than 7 mm.
Nevertheless, we showed that in 34% of our patients
(7 in the HH group and 8 in the HME group) the ETT
airflow resistance at extubation time corresponded to the

Table 1 Comparison between the HH and HME groups

HH HME p value
(n = 22 patients) (n = 22 patients)

Age (years) 63.8 ± 12.4 62.8 ± 11.8 0.777
Gender
Male (n) 16 16 1
Female (n) 6 6 1

SAPS II score 41.0 ± 13.6 42.0 ± 11.7 0.795
PaO2 (mmHg) 86 ± 18 99 ± 33 0.135
FiO2 0.6 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 0.004
PEEP (cmH2O) 7.2 ± 2.3 6.0 ± 1.2 0.056
Main diagnosis at admission
Pneumonia 8 (18.2%) 4 (9.1%) 0.310
COPD exacerbation 4 (9.1%) 0 (0%) 0.108
Congestive heart failure 1 (2.3%) 3 (6.8%) 0.607
Abdominal surgery 5 (10.9%) 4 (9.1%) 1
Sepsis 1 (2.3%) 1 (2.3%) 1
Neurological disorder 3 (6.8%) 10 (22.7%) 0.045

ETT diameter (mm) 7.9 ± 0.4 7.9 ± 0.3 0.989
Mechanical ventilation (days)a 11.3 ± 7.7 9.5 ± 4.5 0.347
Bronchodilators use (days) 3.2 ± 4.1 1.9 ± 3.7 0.084
Fluid balance (mL) -2,552 ± 6,268 -2,579 ± 5,422 0.988
Unused-ETT flow resistance (cmH2O L-1 s-1)b 6.8 ± 1.1 6.8 ± 1.1 0.989
Used-ETT flow resistance (cmH2O L-1 s-1)c 10.6 ± 4.3 10.2 ± 3.8 0.767

Percentages are with respect to all patients included. Other values
are mean ± SD unless indicated otherwise
HH heated humidifiers, HME heat and moisture exchangers,
n number of patients evaluated, SAPS II simplified acute physiol-
ogy score II, PaO2 partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood, FiO2

fraction of inspired oxygen at inclusion, PEEP positive end-

expiratory pressure, ETT endotracheal tube, COPD chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
a Mechanical ventilation expressed in days from intubation to
extubation for each ETT evaluated
b Airflow resistance measured in clean unused ETTs
c Airflow resistance measured in ETTs after extubation
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resistance of a clean ETT with an inner diameter between
5.5 and 7 mm (Fig. 1).

Many studies have proposed ETT patency as an
indirect parameter to reflect gas conditioning during
mechanical ventilation [7–9, 33–35]. Several of these
studies [7–9] did not find differences between HMEs and
HHs in the overall reduction in ETT mean diameter in the
short term (5–6 days). Nevertheless, Shah et al. [7] and
Jaber et al. [9] described significantly higher ETT airflow
resistance with HMEs than with HHs in prolonged
mechanical ventilation (10 ± 6 days). However, over a
virtually identical duration of mechanical ventilation, we
did not find statistical differences between the two devices
in ETT airflow resistance. This could be explained as a
result of differences between studies in clinical strategies,
concerning, for example, the efficiency of humidifiers,
patient selection, mechanical ventilation strategy, diag-
nosis and management of VAP, and strategies for
suctioning airway secretions. ETT resistance may also be
influenced by general patient hydration [6, 36] but we did
not find statistically significant differences in fluid bal-
ance in our two groups. Besides, as reported by Boqué

and co-workers [6], we did not find a correlation between
the increase in ETT resistance and the days of ETT use.

To avoid the influence of patients’ spontaneous
activity and flow pattern on the measurements of airflow
resistance we studied isolated ETT resistance [36, 37].
We measured the resistance for each ETT immediately
post-extubation maintaining identical ETT deformation
and secretion accumulation and trying to minimize any
change of the mucous material adhered within the ETT [8,
38]. Theoretically, our routine ETT suctioning procedure
may cause artifacts in the results of the study because of
mucus secretion removal from the ETT during extubation
and measurement of resistance of the used-ETT after it.
However, this practice was always identical in the HH
and HME groups and we thus believe that the impact on
results is minimal since our practice was equally distrib-
uted between the two groups.

With respect to patients who develop VAP, the
reduction in the internal diameter of an ETT due to
increases of respiratory secretions has been proposed as a
factor that increases mechanical ventilation days [7]. Our
data did not show higher ETT resistance in patients with
VAP compared to that in patients without VAP.

The present study has several limitations. First, this
was a case–control study with a sample size of 22 patients
per group in which we did not randomly select the
humidification device type. Second, as diagnoses at
inclusion differed between groups and we did not measure
heating or humidification levels we can not guarantee that
the degree of humidification was identical. Furthermore,
although we indirectly assessed gas conditioning (ETT
airflow resistance) with both humidification devices, we
did not examine secretion characteristics or eventual
epithelial respiratory damage. Third, our theoretical
increases in WOB probably overestimate the real work-
load attributable to increased resistance of the ETT,
because we did the calculation assuming a gas flow of
1 L/s. Actually, Vassilakopoulos et al. [39] measured a
mean inspiratory flow of 0.71 ± 0.19 L/s with an average
tidal volume of 460 mL and average respiratory rate of
27/min during a successful T-piece trial.

In conclusion we did not find differences between the
two types of humidifiers in terms of airflow resistance.
However, ETT resistance increased significantly during
mechanical ventilation with both the HH and HME
devices. Such increases in resistance may be relevant
from a clinical point of view, in particular, during the
weaning phase from mechanical ventilation and the per-
formance of spontaneous breathing trials.
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